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Round 1 

1a Because of the WGA and SAG-AFTRA strike of 2023, the Emmy 
Awards were delayed until January 15, 2024. On that night, who won 
Outstanding Lead Actor in a Comedy Series for playing Carmen 
"Carmy" Berzatto in “The Bear”? Jeremy Allen WHITE 

1b What slapstick animated series, originally shown on Cartoon Network 
between 1997 and 1999, features title characters who are canonically 
siblings, despite one being a mammal and the other a bird? COW AND CHICKEN 

1c What singer—once part of one of the most successful girl groups of all 
time—portrayed the titular character in the 2001 TV movie "Carmen: A 
Hip Hopera"? Her theatrical film debut would come a year later, when 
she played the character Foxxy Cleopatra. 

BEYONCÉ [accept Beyoncé 
KNOWLES-Carter] 

   

2a The title of the 2019 “Zombieland” sequel includes what two words after 
the colon—an allusion to how you should always shoot a zombie twice 
in rapid succession? DOUBLE TAP 

2b The name of what fruit precedes "Bowl" in the name of an annual 
college football game that, since 1935, has been played in the Miami 
metropolitan area? This game was most recently won by the Georgia 
Bulldogs. ORANGE 

2c A six-time WWF (now WWE) champ whose legal surname is Bollea is 
best known by what ring name? This ring name was featured in the title 
of a mid-1980s cartoon (where it preceded the words "Rock 'n' 
Wrestling"). HULK HOGAN [prompt on "Hogan"] 

   

3a In the Sims video game franchise, what celebratory exclamation with 
rhyming syllables is used as the name for the act performed by two 
Sims, frequently (though not always) in a bed, that can cause fireworks 
in Sims 2 and a heart shower in Sims 3 and Sims 4? WOOHOO 

3b Jay-Z has been in the number-one position of the Billboard Hot 100 
four times, each time with another artist. His first appearance at the top 
of the chart was in 1999, when he was the featured rapper on 
"Heartbreaker". Who was the lead artist? Mariah CAREY 

3c Recorded by countless artists and a signature song for Count Basie, a 
jazz standard that was published by Vernon Duke and Yip Harberg in 
1932 refers to April in which romantic world capital? PARIS 

   

4a What English band released a 1986 compilation album entitled 
“Standing on a Beach: The Singles”? Tracks include "Boys Don't Cry" 
and "Close to Me." The CURE 

4b America's cities are filled with quirky tourist attractions. A statue in 
Riverside, Iowa, marks the 23rd-century birthplace of what fictional 
character, who originated in a 1960s sci-fi TV show? Captain James T.  KIRK 

4c What is the two-word name of the bright blue, coconut-flavored 
beverage sold at Sonic? OCEAN WATER 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
Round 2 
 

1a Taking its name from a French word for a flirtatious woman, what 
TikTok fashion aesthetic is characterized by hair bows, lace, and the 
color pink? The trend was inspired, in part, by the Lolita fashion 
aesthetic popular in Japan in the 1990s and early 2000s. 

COQUETTE [do not accept 
"nymphet"] 

1b The title of the 2007 “National Treasure” sequel includes what three 
words after the colon—a reference to a presidential diary that contains 
the truth behind many conspiracy theories as well as other information 
that has been hidden from the public? BOOK OF SECRETS 

1c Jay-Z's second Billboard Hot 100 number-one came in 2003, when he 
was the featured rapper on what Beyonce song? CRAZY IN LOVE 

   

2a Author Stephen King is famously from Maine and loves setting his 
works in his home state, but not all of them are! In what rocky western 
state do both “The Shining” and “Misery” primarily take place? COLORADO 

2b At the January 2024 Emmy Awards, who won Outstanding Lead 
Actress in a Comedy Series for playing Janine Teagues in “Abbott 
Elementary”? Quinta BRUNSON 

2c The name of what ROY G BIV color describes a "mood" in the title of a 
jazz standard, first published in 1930, that was credited to Duke 
Ellington and two others? INDIGO 

   

3a It's one part cognac and one part amaretto... or, with "the," the title of a 
Best Picture Oscar-winning 1971 film starring a Best Actor Oscar-
winning Gene Hackman. FRENCH CONNECTION 

3b “People Are People” is a compilation album that was released in 1984 
by what English band? The album opens with its title track and ends 
with "Everything Counts (In Larger Amounts)." DEPECHE MODE 

3c In a Cartoon Network show that ran from 2001 to 2008, what are the 
names of the titular boy and girl who won a limbo contest against the 
Grim Reaper, thus enslaving him as their "best friend forever"? This 
show began as a spin-off of “Grim & Evil.” BILLY and MANDY 

   

4a What singer—once part of one of the most successful girl groups of all 
time—played an aged-up version of Dorothy Gale in the 1978 film 
adaptation of the 1974 Broadway musical "The Wiz"? Diana ROSS 

4b Not to be confused with the Orange Bowl, the annual college bowl 
game played in Orlando on or around New Year's Day is named for 
what fruit genus known for its anti-scurvy properties? CITRUS 

4c What was the primary ring name of the pro wrestler whose legal 
surname was Toombs? This wrestler—known for entering the ring to 
such songs as "Bonnie Lass of Fyvie" and "Green Hills of Tyrol" as 
played on traditional Scottish instruments—was depicted as the lead 
heel in "Hulk Hogan's Rock 'n' Wrestling." 

Rowdy RODDY PIPER [accept 
RODDY THE PIPER; prompt on 
HOT ROD or PIPER] 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
Round 3 
 

1a "Eponymous" is a compilation album released in 1988 by what US 
band? Tracks include "The One I Love" and "Fall on Me." R.E.M. 

1b Stephen King's "Children of the Corn" fittingly takes place in what 
Cornhusker state? NEBRASKA 

1c What is the unit of currency used in the "Sims" franchise? Though it 
sounds custom-made for this series, the word is actually late-19th-
century American slang for "dollar." SIMOLEON 

   

2a It's a popular quirky attraction, even as some might find it gross: A brick 
wall beneath Seattle's Pike Place Market is covered in what used food 
item? Chewed GUM 

2b White or cream clothing, breezy caftans, farmers’ markets, and 
luxurious gardens are components of what beachy, romantic TikTok 
aesthetic that is evocative of Nancy Meyers movies? 

COASTAL GRANDMA [accept 
COASTAL GRANDMOTHER; do 
not accept FANCY GRANDMA] 

2c What singer and UPN sitcom star played the title character in the 1997 
TV film adaptation of Rodgers and Hammerstein's Cinderella, thus 
becoming the first Black woman to portray Cinderella on-screen? 

BRANDY [accept Brandy 
NORWOOD] 

   

3a At the January 2024 Emmy Awards, who won Outstanding Lead Actor 
in a Drama Series for playing Roman Roy in "Succession"? Kieran CULKIN 

3b In 2023, what breakfast product made by Kellogg's became the new 
face and name of the annual college bowl game—currently held in 
Orlando—that was originally commissioned in 1990 as the Sunshine 
Classic? Clips of a giant version of this food item being lowered into a 
toaster and then eaten by the victors went viral online following the 
game. POP-TARTS 

3c What word precedes "lemonade" in the name of a range of drinks sold 
by Panera that have been implicated in two deaths because of their 
significant caffeine content? CHARGED lemonade 

   

4a Jay-Z hit number one on the Billboard Hot 100 in 2007 as the featured 
rapper on what Rihanna song? UMBRELLA 

4b It's one part Scotch whisky and one part amaretto... or the title of a Best 
Picture Oscar-winning film of the 1970s with a Best Picture Oscar-
winning sequel. GODFATHER 

4c What animated series that began its run on Nickelodeon in 1998 
revolves around its titular characters—conjoined brothers who happen 
to be different species? CATDOG 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Round 4 
 

1a One of America's quirky tourist attractions is a giant statue in Palm 
Springs, California, featuring what screen actress in a pose made 
famous in 1955? Marilyn MONROE 

1b What was the primary ring name of the pro wrestler whose legal 
surname was Roussimoff? Billed as being from "Grenoble in the French 
Alps" (which was close enough for the WWF), this wrestler was 
depicted as one of the faces in "Hulk Hogan's Rock 'n' Wrestling." ANDRÉ THE GIANT 

1c It's four-and-a-half parts Scotch whisky, two-and-a-half parts sweet 
vermouth, and a dash of Angostura bitters... or the title of a 1995 
historical drama starring Liam Neeson as an alliteratively named 
eighteenth-century Scottish folk hero. ROB ROY 

   

2a What animated series that started in 2007 on the Disney Channel 
follows the titular step-brothers as they occupy their "104 days of 
summer vacation"? PHINEAS AND FERB 

2b In the first installment of The Sims, a pre-made Sim named Bella lives 
with her husband Mortimer in a large house with a graveyard in back. 
What surname—also the name of a subculture—do Bella and Mortimer 
share? GOTH 

2c What is the name of the range of non-coffee blended ice drinks sold by 
Dunkin'? Until 2017, a coffee version of the drink was available, but the 
current range of flavors includes strawberry, blue raspberry, and vanilla 
bean. COOLATTA 

   

3a The title of the 2005 "Miss Congeniality" sequel includes what three 
words after the colon—a revised version of an actual phrase that is 
used here to mean "carrying a weapon while looking snatched"? ARMED AND FABULOUS 

3b Who portrayed Will Stacks, a Daddy Warbucks-like character in the 
2014 film adaptation of the musical "Annie"? Eight years earlier, this 
actor had starred in the film adaptation of "Dreamgirls," and two years 
before that, he had starred in a different movie involving music (for 
which he won an Oscar). 

Jamie FOXX [accept "Eric Marlon 
BISHOP] 

3c Fur coats, animal prints, Italian leather accessories, chunky gold 
jewelry, and voluminous blowouts are characteristics of what TikTok 
aesthetic that became popular in early 2024? Its two-word name could 
also describe a notable Edie Falco role. MOB WIFE [accept MAFIA WIFE] 

   

4a In 1936, Juan Tizol [tee ZOLE] and Duke Ellington published what jazz 
standard that is meant to evoke a long line of camels bearing goods (as 
opposed to a Dodge vehicle designed to haul families)? CARAVAN 

4b At the January 2024 Emmy Awards, who won Outstanding Supporting 
Actress in a Drama Series for playing Tanya McQuoid-Hunt [mih-
KWODD HUNT] in "The White Lotus"? Jennifer COOLIDGE 

4c Though much of Stephen King's "Duma Key" is set in the titular Florida 
location, the novel also takes place in what other US state, which is 
known for having thousands of lakes? MINNESOTA 

 
 
 
 
 



Round 5 
 

1a What word precedes 'Bowl' in the name of the annual college bowl 
game currently held at EverBank Stadium in Jacksonville, Florida? The 
word is the shortened version of the name of a reptile found throughout 
the state. 

GATOR [do not accept 
ALLIGATOR] 

1b A jazz standard written by Richard Rodgers and Lorenz Hart for the 
1937 musical "Babes in Arms" describes "My Funny" what? The word 
frequently refers to an object of affection on a specific day of the year. VALENTINE 

1c 
What is the name of the Arby's dessert beverage described on the 
company's website as a "frosty, chocolate-y, coffee-y treat"? 

JAMOCHA SHAKE [accept 
JAMOCHA MILKSHAKE; prompt 
on JAMOCHA] 

   

2a It's one part gin, one part crème de cacao, and one part cream... or the 
single-word title of a 2004 film by Oliver Stone that stars Colin Farrell as 
one of ancient history's <ahem> greatest military commanders. 

ALEXANDER [do not accept 
ALEXANDER THE GREAT] 

2b Jay-Z 's most recent Billboard Hot 100 number-one hit was in 2009 with 
what song that features Alicia Keys? EMPIRE STATE OF MIND 

2c "Substance 1987" is a compilation album that was released in 1987 by 
what English band? Tracks include "Blue Monday" and "Bizarre Love 
Triangle." NEW ORDER 

   

3a A quirky tourist attraction in Baltimore, Maryland, is the grave of Elijah 
Bond, who was best known for his 1890 commercial patent for what 
divination device? Such a device, which typically involves the use of a 
planchette, was incorporated into Bond's headstone. OUIJA board 

3b What was the primary ring name of the pro wrestler whose legal 
surname was Vaziri? Billed as being from Tehran (which, again, was 
close enough for the WWF), this wrestler was depicted as one of the 
heels in "Hulk Hogan's Rock 'n' Wrestling." The IRON SHEIK 

3c In Stephen King's "The Stand", Randall Flagg and his followers are 
gathered in what glamorous US city in the desert? LAS VEGAS 

   

4a Plaid and tweed fabrics, candlelight, classic literature, libraries, and 
calligraphy are components central to what TikTok aesthetic that counts 
Donna Tartt's 1992 novel "The Secret History" as an inspiration? The 
aesthetic's two-word name references intellectualism with a penchant 
for the unusual. 

DARK ACADEMIA [prompt on 
ACADEMIA] 

4b In the "Sims" series, what is the name of the interaction by which a 
player requests that the selected Sim leave the room? Outside "The 
Sims", the word is typically an exclamation used on unwanted animals. SHOO 

4c The title of the 2017 "Jumanji" sequel includes what four words after the 
colon—the name of a late-'80s hard-rock song? WELCOME TO THE JUNGLE 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Tie breaker round.  Ask all players tied for a given place the first three questions individually, usually by 
having them leave the room. If there are still at least two players tied, ask them the second set.  
 
Please email Lindsay Sobczak (lindsay@onlinequizleague.com) results of broken ties. 
 

1a What Mexican candy brand produced by de la Rosa is made from the 
pulp of the tamarind fruit? Flavors include original, mango, watermelon, 
and extra hot. PULPARINDO 

1b What tennis tournament, which takes place in California's Coachella 
Valley, is informally known as the "fifth Grand Slam"? Serena Williams 
famously boycotted this event for fourteen years. INDIAN WELLS 

1c What South African singer released the hit song "Water" in 2023? TYLA 

   

2a Nicki Minaj and Megan Thee Stallion released diss tracks aimed at 
each other in late January. Megan Thee Stallion released "Hiss"; what 
was the title of Minaj's response track, released three days later? BIG FOOT 

2b What famous rally race, first run from December 1978 to January 1979, 
was staged from France to Senegal? Because of security concerns, the 
race has since been moved, and since 2020, it has been held in Saudi 
Arabia. DAKAR Rally 

2c Eric and Annie Camden raise their many children in the fictional town of 
Glen Oak, California, on what television show that ran for eleven 
seasons on the WB and CW networks? 7th HEAVEN 

   

TB1 The attendance record for the Calgary Stampede was set in 2012. How 
many people attended the Calgary Stampede that year? 1,409,371 people 

 
 

Spare Questions 

1 What Japanese horror film with a one-word title follows a reporter and 
her ex-husband, who investigate a videotape that kills people a week 
after viewing it? Released in 1998, the film was directed by Hideo 
Nakata. 

RINGU [Do not accept THE RING, 
which is the American version] 

2 Stephen King set Doctor Sleep, the sequel to The Shining, in what 
New England state that borders Maine? NEW HAMPSHIRE 

3 In the world of entertainer–athlete couples, Shakira was married to 
what Spanish soccer star from 2011 to 2022? They divorced over his 
alleged infidelities, and she released a diss track in January 2023. Gerard PIQUÉ Bernabeu 
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